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2.0 HISTORICAL BACKGRO~'l) 

2.1 lN1RODUCTION 

The background to the evolution of Sigaage and Street Furniture in Maldon is 
examined in Section 2.2 using the documentary evidence available in early photographs. 
It is set against a more general historical background based upon information in Jacobs 
Lewis Vines' Mal don Conservation Study (1977). 

2.2 EYOLU110N OF STREET FURI'UTURE AND SIGNAGE : l\1ALDON 

2.2.1 lVlid Victorian Period (1860's, 1870's) 

Gold was discovered at Maldon in June, 1853 and a rush followed in December. A 
Commissioner's camp was established near the site of the present court house in 
February, 1854 and by 1855 the main settlement was formed along Main and High 
Streets which ran parallel with the Long Gully mining activity. Section A was surveyed 
to follow the existing thoroughfare through the township with lots being sold from 1856 
and it was from this date that substantial and permanent building was commenced. In 
August 1858, Maldon was proclaimed a municipality. 

A proposal to install kerosene street lamps was put in 1859 and a councillor objected 
on the grounds that the lamps outside the township's many hotel gave adequate 
illumination.1 His objection, however, appears to have been unsuccessful since the 
earliest views of Maldon show kerosene lamps on black and white painted timber posts. 
Views 1 and 2 appear to have been taken at the same time, after construction of the 
market hall in 1859 and prior to the construction of the court house in 1861. View 2 
offers the earliest c-idence of a public stree;: lamp, shov,,ing that the Council losl no· 
time in erecting such a facility. Thr. lamp is mounted on a timber post, painted white 
with a black base. This paint colour scheme was common and is verified in D.R. 
Drape 's painting of the market house (view 3) which shows 2 similar lamps at the 
north-east and south-west corners of the building. The lamp in view 2 is a few doors 
down form the "Beehive" hotel's lamp arch in Main Street. It appears to have been 
one of a number of similar street lamps erected by the Council and which remained 
in use at least until the opening of the Australian Gas Association's gasworks in 
February, 1889. A number would presumably have remained in use after that date. 
Early views confirm that street lamps of this design, illustrated in fig 2.1, \Vere situated 
in the following locations: 

High Street (West side) 
outside Bank of NSW, several views 
near telegraph office (?) view 1. 
outside "Seymour's Lounge" hotel, viev,: 36. 

Main Street (west side) 
near present MacKenzie's pharmacy, view 2 



Public Garden Reserve 
at former Market Hall (2), views 3, 7, 8 

Reef Street 
outside former "Shire Arms"~hotel, view 9 

Location uncertain 
view 5 

This street lamp had a metal lamp holder bolted to the post, the lamp itself being often 
removed during the day time (views 4, 6, 7 and 8). An iron bracket was mounted on 
one side of the post for the lamp lightet to rest his ladder. The lamp post itself was 
about 3.3. metres high (estimated from view 6) whilst its position on the footpath was 
immediately inside the kerbstones (view 6). 

As the councillor had noted, additional illumination was provided by the proprietors 
of Mal don 's hotels, the early views providing the following evidence: 

Main Street, outside the "Beehive" hotel, view 2, consisting of 2 timber posts, white 
with black bases, about 1.8 metres apart with an iron arch and holder. 

High Street, outside the surviving "Carrier's Arms" building of 1857, view 4, consisting 
of 2 white posts and a similar arrangement to the "Beehive". 

The "Lounge" in High Street and the "Shire Arms" in Reef Street had standard Council 
street lamps, as has been noted. 

Telegraph. lines linked Maldon with the outside world from 1859 along High Street? 
They were carried on teleg·aph poles, painted white with a black b::i.se. They were 
about 6.6 metres high and were situated on the west side of the roadway immediately 
in front of the verandah alignment (views 4,12). Over time they were replaced with 
unpainted poles (view 18). 

Hitching posts form part of the earliest street scenes, the pair visible in the early 1860's 
view (No. 4) of the Bank of NSW being more clearly scene in view 6 and consisting of 
square (chamfered?) timber posts, white painted, with 3(?, 2 are visible), metal rings 
at the top. They are slightly in front of the street lamp in view ·4, when the street 
channels were unlined, but are situated, with the lamp post, immediately inside the 
kerbstone in view 6. Verandah posts appear to have also served as hitching post with 
the result that individual hitching posts were not common in High and Main Streets. 
Even the old "Carriers Arms" (view 4) appears to have lacked a hitching post, the 
supports for the lamp arch perhaps doubling for this purpose. 

The original timber telegraph office, seen in view 1, has four small posts along the 
front and one might assume that they were hitching posts, used by customers 
despatching and receiving telegraphs at the two small windows in the facade. View 18 
shows the later post office (post 1904) with a hitching rail (extreme right) in front of 
the public entry. 



Tree guards were usually provided during the early years in the life of street trees. 
The early views show elms and eucalypts, view 10 (late 1860's) being of special interest 
in that it shows what appears to be a triangular timber picket tree guard, similar to the 
reconstruction in fig. 2.3. A similar tree guard is visible outside Seymour's "Lounge" 
hotel (c. 1875) in view 36. 

By 1861 the population of Maldon was 3,341, making it the eighth largest town in 
Victoria. By 1865 there were 26 quartz crushing machines, 2 banks, over 10 hotels, 
1184 dwellings and a population of 5,432. Later on, the population was to decline, to 
3,817 in 1871, 2,800 in 1881 and 1,692 by 1891. 

Documentary evidence of signage on buildings during the early years suggests that this 
was both tasteful and restrained. Such \vas not always the case in booming gold towns 
during their formative years, but the information in the early views cannot be 
contradicted. This is summarised as follows: 

View 1 : 

View 2: 

View 4: 

c.1860 : The telegraph office has a sign over the public windows in sans 
serif capitals reading"? Telegraph Office". The letter faces are light on 
a dark background, showing the characteristics of departmental signage 
of the day. 

c. 1860 : An unidentified building in the centre appears to have a sign 
(illegible) painted almost for the full width of the facade along a 
weatherboard, immediately above the door. 

The "Beehive" hotel has an ostentatious parapet sign, possibly in 
Egyptian (Antiqlle) letter faces with shading. The words "Beehive Hotel" 
are placed on a 900mm high sign board, possibly made from butt or t 

and g jointed board~ v,ith a mould around the perimeter. 

1859-1866 : is of a portion of the west side of High Street. The 
"Beehive Store" is of interest in that its sign across the parapet reads 
'Warnock Brothers Bee Hive Store". Later on, in View 12, it reads 
''\Varnock Bros, Beehive Stores.". In both cases the letters, say 900mm 
high, are similar to Grotesque (sans serif). There is a comma after 
"Bros" and a full stop after "Stores" in the later sign. The wording 
occupies the whole of the parapet and is surmounted by the realistic 
image of a beehive above the parapet line. 

The Bank of New South Wales (see also view 6) uses Ionic letter faces 
above the cornice line and in a manner whicl1 compliments the shape of 
the pediment. The word "of' is much smaller than the other words. 

The "Criterion" hotel appears to have no sign at all. There is a board 
across the back of the lamp arch \\1th no ,isible signage and a very small 
sign by the bar door. It would seem that the lamp was evidence enough 
of the presence of a hotel. 



View 13 

View 14 : 

View 38: 
View 26: 

The shop alongside the hotel has a verandah without any signs. The 
gable end of the facade, however, above the verandah roof, has a 
generous rectangle made for a sign which is yet to be painted. 

c.1878 : shows "Dabb's P,;oduce Store" in 400mm high Ionic. (Fat 
Clarendon) (?) dark letters on a light background, across the width of 
the parapeted brick facade above the verandah. 

The verandah itself has no siguage. There are no signs on the windows 
of the shop front but the actual merchandise is hanging on hooks (?)from 
the piers between the arch,es. 

c.1870-89 : This view also demonstrates great restraint in the matter of 
advertising signage. The words "Bank of Victoria" neatly fill the 
pediment to the facade (facing south) of this building, using three sizes 
of letters in accordance with the desired em.phasis, whilst the faces vary 
from lonic (Fat Clarendon) to Fat. The verandah to the former "Albion" 
hotel has no signage. Nor does the facade even the tympanum of the 
curved pediment being unpainted. The "Albion" was in businesses from 
1870 until 1888 and it is therefore likely that this building was a hotel at 
the time of the photograph. There is not even a street lamp to mark its 
presence. 

The low building next to the "Albion" is occupied by Denny, a 
bootmaker, his name being just legible on the signboard fixed to the 
verandah posts immediately beneath the wavy valance. The expansive 
parapet above is plain and the centre posts of the verandah have been 
extended above the gutter line as if to support a sign which has not yet 
been fi,--ed. 

The shop at the extreme right has a timber posted verandah with its 
fascia extended vertically to form a parapet with cornice mould. The 
sign on this board, which is a form of screen board, is illegible. 

c.1865 and 
1871-86 : The later view compares with the earlier view which provides 
intriguing details c. 1865. The verandah screen boar-ct has been built up 
in two panels, the lower and larger panel having the name of the 
establishment : "Victoria Dining Rooms" in dark letters on a light 
background with a mould forming a border to the panel. The lettering 
takes the form of interwoven swirls (further analysis pending). The 
upper panel bears the name of the licensee, in this case Chisholm, as 
"Chisholm's", in Grotesque (sans serif). 

Examination of the shop windows in view 26 shows that the two lower 
panes are completely painted out with an enriched border and light 
central panel displaying the advertiser's message ""Wines", "Spirits" on 
the left hand side, the whole enriched with scroll work. The upper panes 



View 34 : 

View 37 

the left hand side, the whole enriched \liith scroll work. The upper panes 
have their lower portions painted out with convex boarders, allowing 
natural light to stream in fro_m above. 

c. 1866 : shows discretion by the confinement of signage to the panels 
prepared for this purpose along the brick parapet wall. The main words 
are in dark Grotesque (sans serif), faces ,vith a light background. The 
left hand panel has the proprietor's name "T. Brooks", "propped up", 
visually, by message of lesser importance "produce&" and '1ronmongeri' 
either side in waves, rising to the centre. 

1857 : is a very early view of "Bank corner" showing a gable roofed 
timber structure which preceded the bank building. It provides a rare 
example of a "bad" sign consisting of an over~sized timber panel 
extending beyond the apex of the gable. This sign, and the building, 
recall the kind of town \vhich was emerging within the Tarrangower 
diggings, so soon after the gold discoveries. It depicts early Maldon in 
its most improvised phase. 

In summary, the shopping streets of mid-Victorian Maldon appear to have been 
distinguished from later years by their kerosene street lights, tree guards protecting 
recently planted trees, and painted telegraph poles. Advertising was at all times 
complimentary to the street facades and mostly, although not always, understated. 
Design standards were high at a time when the township was booming. The complete 
absence of signs from some buildings and the simplicity of the message on others can 
be accounted for by the fact that the community \Vas less consumer oriented than 
today. There were comparatively low level::; of literacy and, in a small town, people 
know where things were and shop proprietors had the security of knowing that the 
nearest town was too far 2.way to represent a soun:•=: of competition. 

2.2.2 Late V:ctorian Period (1880's, 1890's) 

Quartz m1rung continued profitability in Maldon until the early 1900's and the 
population rose to 3,667 in 1901 at a time when the Colony was in an economic 
depression. The branch line from Castlemaine was opened in 1884 and the town gas 
works was commission in 1889. 

The most visually obvious change in the town's streets was the installation of gas lamps 
on decorative cast iron standards. At "Bank Corner" (\iew 16) the standard was similar 
to many metropolitan installations. Other examples survive at Daylesford in Raglan 
Street and in McCrae Street, Bendigo. This standard \vas later electrified (\1ew 23). 
The original gas lamp was hexagonal and similar to the very clear i.llustration in view 
18. This latter standard is different to the example at "Bank Corner", ha,ing a cabled 
shaft with scrolls, to support the lamp lighter's ladder. It is mounted on a circular 
granite base and was situated in the centre of the roadway in front of the post office 
when Francis Street intersects \,ith High Street3

. The actual stone base is known to 
survive. Early views confirm that street lamps of similar design \vere situated in the 
following additional locations: 



Templeton 
Street, (corner Vincent and Phoenix Streets) 2 cross arms, possibly similar to 

lamp in view 15. View 44 

High Street, (South-west corner of Spring £treet), extended iron base, single cross arm 
(?) four faces to lamp, view 15. 

Main Street (north corner of Templeton Street), extended iron base, four faces to 
lamp, view 22. 

"Bank Corner" must have been a meeti11g place within the town centre, as view 23 
suggests. This role was demonstrated iby a cast iron drinking fountain, situated 
immediately to the south-east of the Bank on the east kerb. It appears in this view to 
have been a very simple structure with a single tier surmounted by a shaft with 
"bulbous" centre from which water may have been discharged. The overall height looks 
to have been about 1.3 metres. 

Close examination of the photographs shows a small number of timber posts, painted 
white and located· at different points in the main streets. These are as follows: 

Main Street, at Dolphin Street intersection, outside Calder's ironmongery where 
a single post protected the corner post of the verandah from damage caused by 
passing vehicles, view 17. 

outside the "Heart of Maldon" shops where a single post protected each 
verandah post, view 19. 

Culverts were protected by timber railings outside the post office (view 18). 

There was a flagpole outside the "Phoenix" building at the corner of Templeton Street 
(views 22 and 25) during the First World War years. There are no views shovvi.ng a 
flag flying from the pole. 

Horse troughs may have been located outside the town's hotels as the view of the 
"Shire Arms" (No. 9) would suggest. The structure illustrated is a small and rather 
primitive timber trough mounted on timber legs. The much earlier view of the 
"Kangaroo" hotel (view 37) also shows a water trough, not unlike ·that which survives 
as a flower box outside the present hotel. 

Advertising signage during the late Victorian period suggests less restraint than the 
preceding decades. Information contained in the early views is assessed below: 

View 15 : 

View 16 : 

c. 1890's shows "J. Moore's Maldon Coach Factory" and "Vetinary 
Shoeing Forge", in 750mm high Grotesque (sans serif) painted directly 
on the weatherboards. 

post 1889, shows "Bank Corner" with a facehlt. The Bank of Victoria 
facade has been picked out in two or three tints and the name "Bank of 
Victoria Limited" repainted on the pediment similar to view 14. The 



View 19 : 

View 20: 

amount of shop front advertising is extensive. The parapet of Dabb and 
Co's Store (now the Maldon Supermarket) has signage above and below 
the cornice line and there is a screen board (V-shaped on plan, see view 
19) on the roof of the southern section of the verandah, running across 
the widrh of this structure. -It advertises "Havelock Tobacco'' in light 
letters on a dark background in Grotesque (Sans serif) with the letter H 
in Tuscan. The screen board is about 1.2 metres high and a prominent 
elemem in the streetscape, surviving into the l 920's (views 24 and 2T) 
but removed by c.1934 (view 28). 

Wade's building (now including the Ivfill:: Bar and "Gifts and Wares") has 
its parapet fully occupied by the names of the occupants of the building 
including J. Paull and Co. The verandah, hov,:ever, is devoid of signage. 
Both Dabb and Co. and J. Paull and Co. have used very large letters. 

On the right hand side, the old Dabb 's Produce Store (see view 13) has 
a roof mounted screen board running across the vlidth of the verandah 
at its north end. It advertises "Ray's Livery and Letting Stables" in dark 
Grotesque (sans serif) letters on a light background \v1th a dark moulded 
boarder. Of special interest is the semi-drcular panel forming the upper 
section of this board (see also views 19 and 22). It has an illustration, 
unclear in the views, ,v1th a sub-title (illegible). It has been replaced in 
view 19 by ''Ray's", folloVllng the line of the semi-circle. A second screen 
board runs down the shops of the south verandah end ,v1th the words 
"Yankee Doodle", being a possible reference to :tvialdon's cosmopolitan 
population at the time. 

1890, displays a timber parapet, fully occupied by the Words "T. Calder" 
(Ionic Fat Clarendon), "Iron:nonger Timber &" (Crot•-=:sque sans serif) 
and "Iron .Merchant" (italicised). Less conspicuous signs fixed to the 
verandah posts appear to face inwards or are out of use. Merchandise 
hangs from the verandah roof. 

nd, shows a parapet with signage typical of the period and a verandah 
fascia \\1th "The tfaldon News" in Fat Gothic, a letter face frequently 
associated with chemists's shops and newspaper offices." 

2.2.3 The Twentieth Century (1900's - 1910's) 

Maldon's population declined between 1901 (3,667) and 1911 (3,077) as mining 
operations wound down. It continued to decline during the First World War years 
reaching a low point of 723 in 1933. 

During this period Maldon's decorative gas lit street lamps were replaced \\1th electric 
lights. View 23 shows that this involved the removal of the gas lit lamp from the cast 
iron standard at "Bank. Comer" and its replacement \\1th a suspended electric light. 
There is no further in.formation concerning the illumination of the streets by electric 



light in the photographs. Electricity poles however, became common place and in 
addition to the earlier telegraph poles. In view 23 a lamp post can be seen on the kerb 
line at ''Bank Corner" and in view 28 there is another pole outside the present butcher's 
shop in Main Street. 

Advertising signage remained a prominent element 10 the streetscape during this 
period. The documentary evidence is as follows: 

View 23 : 

View 24 : 

View 27 

1914 : enables an instructive comparison to be made \vith the earlier 
view of "Bank Corner" (no. 16, see above). Looking towards the Dabb 
and Co. building, (the present "Maldon Supermarket") the earlier 
"Havelock tobacco" screenboard now reads "Venus tobacco" in light 
letters with shading on a dark background. The end panel of the 
verandah displays "Benstead 's Hairdressing Saloon" in Grotesque (sans 
serif) with shadows, light letters on a medium background. The use of 
the word "Saloon" is of interest since it is now a relati'.'ely uncommon 
term. 

c.1920 demonstrates that Dabb and Co. maintained their visually 
aggressive presence in Main Street during Maldon's declining years with 
additional small screen boards set parallel with the gutter line but 
halfway up the verandah roof. 

Post 1912 : shows a very similar situation although the "Havelock 
Tobacco" sign has not yet been changed to "Venus Tobacco". At the 
butchers (now a later butchers shop) (also see view 11), there is a 
screen.board at the gutter line. View 11 shows that this board at one 
time read "The Argus Popular Daily'' in light letters v.irh shadows on a 
medium background with border moulds. It is situated at one eni.i of the 
verandah so as to allow space for a second screen board if required. On 
the left hand side of the street Tobins Buildings are of interest for two 
reasons. There is a screen board beneath the northern verandah 
pediment spanning across the coupled posts supporting the pediment. 
The sign is illegible. At the south end, the third and second last 
verandah posts have been painted out as "barber's poles". Finally, at the 
present milk bar on the extreme right of the photograph, there is bunting 
hanging from the verandah beam, marking a special occasion. Between 
the flags, small signs project out into the street from two of the verandah 
posts. At least one, possibly both, advertises "Laurel Kerosene". These 
signs were probably standard vitreous enamel signs of the day, 
advertising a brand of kerosene which many may recall today but for 
which few have any use. 

It is understood that the shopping streets became populated with unpainted timber 
power poles during this period. The amount of signage continued to reflect the 
buoyancy of Maldon's economy. It remained an integral part of the architecture of the 
street with slightly more screen.boards than in the past and \Vlth an absence of 
illustrative signs such as the ''Beehive" symbol and the living and letting stables sign in 
Main Street. 



2.2.4 The Interwar Years (1920's - 1930's) 

This period witnesses a drop in Maldon's population as has been noted, foUO\ved by 
a marginal increase in the immediate post war years. It represents a protracted period 
of diminished economic activity which appears evident in the early views: 

View 28 c. 1934, shows Dabb and Co., (nO\l./ the "MaJdon Supermarket"), \vho 
remained in business throughout the interwar period. The above 
verandah parapet signage is almost identical to view 24 (c. 1920) 
although the signage above the cornice line is no longer evident. The 
"Venus Tobacco" screenboard has been removed and there is a curiously 
shaped plain end panel facing north, suggesting that a.n earlier sign has 
been painted out. There are three small (vitreous enamel?) signs fixed 
to the verand-ah posts and overhanging the storm water channel. 

The presence of motor cars is recorded by the sign "Garage" in light 
letters on a dark background spanning the footpath from building to 
kerbstone immediately behind the Bank of Victoria. 

Closer to the camera, on the right, \Vade's building, (r:ow including the 
milk bar and "Gifts and Wares"), has its pre\,iously busy parapet almost 
completely painted over, with only one sign remaining : "C. Elliott" in 
dark Ionic (Fat Clarendon) on a plain light background. A "Havelock 
Tobacco" screenboard is on the verandah gutter line. The next parapet, 
proceeding right, appears to be in a poor state of repair and is i11egible. 

On the left hand side, Tobins Buildings has an additional signboard on 
the northern gable end, oversailing the apex. of the gable. It is a 
cu1nbersome arrangement inferring that design standards, for signs on 
buildings were slipping. 

A series of views (Nos. 30-33) taken some time after closure of the Bank of Victoria 
in 1943 marks the commencement of the post war years and depicts the consequences 
of declining population levels. Main Street (,iew 30) is deserted 2.nd there are no 
visible advertising signs. In view 31, the shoe factory has a plain parapet and its 
windows are painted out. View 33, also of Main Street, iEustrates a similar scene. The 
cycle of boom and bust is complete and the renaissance of the late 1960's is a quarter 
of a century away. 

2.3 SIGNAGE IN TIIB CENTRAL GDLDFIELDS 

An overview of signage on buildings is given in this section \,·ith a view to placing 
Maldon in its wider context. 

Not surprisingly, the art of sign writing was dominated by indi\idual sigmvriters v.-·ho 
had gained their training simultaneously as decorators and coach painters. Influences 
were predominantly. British although American and German sigmvriting practice 



influenced pract1t10ners in nineteenth century Victoria.5 Signwriters were often 
accomplished illustrators and artists in their own right. 

Victorian signs, therefore, were often noted for their high standards of execution, 
complex decorative schemes and for their display of the signwriter's craft. This craft 
extended beyond the selection of appropriate letter faces which were in themselves 
usually formed from Egyptian and Roman precedents, although the degree of 
enrichment and illumination, condensing and expanding allowed for great variety. The 
illustrations offer contemporary examples. It was, however, the range of illustrative 
techniques in common use which imparted additional character and which give great 
interest to nineteenth century signage practice today. These included: 

the use of "pictorials" or realistic illustrations, such as a bull's head for a 
butcher's shop, or fruit bowl for a green grocer's shop 
blocking 
mock and boss 
high lighting and outlining of letter faces 
borders 
scrolls 
ribbons 
gilding 
prismatising 
shadowing, with high lights, drop shadowing and angle shadov:ing. 

The juxtaposition of large and small faces in a single word and the use of "short e's" 
are further characteristics identifying the work of the early signwriters. Although the 
spacing and delineation of letters was not as optically correct as the computer 
generated signs of today, this very quality imparted character to each signwriter's work. 

This overview is concerned primarily with hand painted signs. Mention, however, is 
also made of enamelled signs which became popular from the early years of this 
century. Initially, these signs appear to have been imported, the platform signs of the 
New South Wales Government Railways, for example, being manufactured by the 
British Enamelled Iron Co. of Birmingham and imported through their agents, Daly 
Brothers, of Sydney. Newberry and Walkers "Victoria Foundry'' however, opened its 
enamelling works in Geelong in 1908. Later known as The Victoria Foundry and 
Enamelling Works Pty Ltd, this company made enamelled · street signs · and 
advertisements, many of which have survived. It remains in business, today, as 
"Glassmetal Industries". Other manufacturers included J. Robertson, of Sydney. 

23.1 Public Buildings 

Reference has already been made to the manner in which nineteenth century signage 
generally complemented street architecture. Nowhere was this more pronounced than 
in the application of signage to public buildings. Town halls, banks and post offices 
often displayed their names in cast cement letters along a frieze or in the parapet 
pediment. They were literally a part of the building. Additional information might 
have been displayed discretely on a brass or vitreous enamel plaque by the public 



entrance whilst there were also occasions \vhen a fan light or window sash discretely 
advertised activities within. Sometimes, the side walls, especially of banks, 
accommodated a painted sign, reinforcing the presence of a bank in the street. Where 
competition was not a threat, however, as in tlle case of town halls or railway stations, 
a single sign would suffice. In the latter instance, the only signs faced the passing 
trairis, the Railways Commissioners, making no attempt, through signage, to draw the 
community's attention from the road side. 

Public buildings, therefore, were more inclined Lo understating their presence than 
overstating it. It is important to bear this in mind when adapting a public building to 
a new use. 

23.2 Hotels 

Although hotels are a1sc, public buildings, they differed from the examples above by 
being more sensitive to competition. Their signage therefore attracted more attention, 
a popular device characteristic of hotels being the use of a symbol in conjunction with 
the name. Thus the California Gully 'White Horse", had a picture of a white horse, 
the "British and American" and the "Golden Gate" in Bendigo used crossed flags and 
a golden gate respectively. In Kilmore, the "Red Lion", had a full size image of a lion, 
painted red of course, standing on the parapet. 

233. Factories 

The utilitarian nature of industrial buildings combined with their comparatively large 
size to present different opportunities for signage. Sign writers often painted directly 
onto the facade whether of brick, corrugated iron or weatherboard, filling up the space 
with the na.me of the undertaking, the proprietor's name and the prod:'cts 
mamifactured. Signs of this type, such as G. J. Sweeney's joinery works in Garsed 
Street, Bendigo, used every available space to advertise the company's products in 
Grotesque (sans serif) letters. In this example the circular saw blade hanging out the 
front is the central feature, on which some advertising is displayed. J. H. William's 
Electroplating Works is also of interest for the \vay in which the proprietors' name 
reinforces the line of the parapet and is separated from the workers name by 
scrollwork. The Bendigo cooperage uses a similar technique whilst the content of the 
sign by the door is instructive. In the first place, nobody needs such items today and 
in the second, the idea of something being "made to order" is rare Lndeed. 

23.4 Shops and Commercial Buildings 

The appearance of advertising signs on shops and business premises was extremely 
varied, as the illustrations show. Factors determining their appearance included the 
folloVii.ng: 

production techniques, which, in the examples, were as follows: 



1. Hand painted designs on painted boards, linings, brick and stuccoed 
surfaces. 

2. Hand painted design on glass, usually shop windows but also 
incorporated in verandah faseia treatments 

3. Stencils 

4. Cast cement letters and designs 

S. Hand painted designs on roofing iron 

6. Free standing letters supported on mesh or metal frames. 

the amount of signage for individual buildings which, in excessive cases, 
transformed facades into gigantic bill boards. The tendency to advertise 
excessively may have been in response to the level of competition or the size of 
the shopping centre, or, simply to the personal preference of the proprietor 

lettering and signage styles which were a product of their time and are noted 
in greater detail below. 

The amount of signage for individual buildings was inevitably determined by the design 
of the structure and the opportunities which is presented. An analysis of the 
illustrations shows that the following types of signs were representative of the period 
and warrant consideration in determining signage policy in Maldon: 

Verandah Signs: 

1. Screen boards, as illustrated, in views 2.9, 2.10, situated above the gutter 
line. 

2. Fascia and frieze boards, especially as demonstrated by views 2.4, 2.6. 

3. End panel signs, especially as demonstrated by views 2.3, 2.4. 

4. Below frieze level signs appear to have been less common than types 1-3 
above. 

5. Barbers' poles were traditionally adapted to suit verandah posts, as 
illustrated in view 2.10. 

6. Special designs. Exceptional designs, having no relevance to Maldon, 
arose from the peculiar architectural qualities of individual verandah 
designs. Views 2.8 and 2.14 are representative. 

Facade Signs (above verandah level) 
In the case of face brick and stuccoed buildings, these signs most commonly 
consisted of the lettering or design imposed on a painted panel, standing visually 



apart from the natural surface of the material. In the case of timber buildings, 
which were painted any,.vay, the coatainment of a sign \vithin a painted panel 
was not necessary. 

l. Pediment signs, forming a cen,ral and prominent feature at parapet level. 
. Views 2.3 and 2.22 are representative. 

2. Parapet signs, visually located above the cornice line and/ or below the 
cornice line at frieze level. In the case of single storeyed shops, friezes 
were commonly absent or so designed that the entire wall berween 
verandah roof and cornice .could be used as a sign. Views 2.4 and 25 
are representative. 

3. Facade signs in the case of two storeyed buildings, other than those 
already mentioned, occupied what ever remaining space presented itself. 
This usually consisted of the spaces between windows and the spaces 
above windows. Whereas these signs would commonly be on a painted 
panel or frame, the words were also painted directly onto the stuccoed 
surface, in a picturesque fashion with enriching scro1lwork. 
Representative examples are illustrated in views 2.14 and 2.15. 

4. Special signs, having no relevance to Maldon included free standing 
letters above the parapet line, as illustrated in view 211. 

Facade signs (below verandah level) 
These signs occupied the follo\ving positions: 

l. The narrow p1as bet\Veen adjoining shops, usually consisting of painted 
signs (views 2.16, 2.17, 2.19 and 2.20) but occasionally of designs on a 
glazed or mirrored base, as seen in view 2.8. 

2. Above the window head, especially where there was no verandah (views 
2.18 and 2.21). 

3. On the shop front stall board, as illustrated in views 2.15 and 2.17. 

\Vindows above verandah line 
Signage displays in upper level \\indows were commonplace, advertising the 
activities of the street level proprietor or of upper level tenants. The latter is 
of particular interest today stnce the upper leve1s of central Victorian shops, are 
very frequently unoccupied. This appears to be because the space is no longer 
required but, in fact, is more likely to be due to changing working and living 
conditions in modem cities, brought about by the motor car. Signs of this type 
therefore, recall past life styles and have special value for this reason. 

These signs most commonly appear to have consisted of the name and 
occupation of the tenant, one often separated from the other by scrollwork. 
When placed in the upper sash of a round arched \,i..ndow, the Viords 



complement the shape of the sash (see view 2.8), often against a white 
background. Where the words are placed in the lower sash, the requirement for 
visibility through the window probably caused the lettering to be painted on 
clear glass in most instances. 

Shop Windows 
Signwriters probably showed their creative talents to best effect on shop 
windows. Sadly, this artform was most transient, the changing of tenants, 
window breakages, changes of displays and so on being responsible for the 
almost total loss of nineteenth and early twentieth century examples. 
Examination of photographic e:vidence, however, enables the following 
generalisations to be made aboutishop window signage: 

1. The upper lights or uppermost sections of lights were usuaJly painted out 
with illustrations and signage superimposed. 

2. The lower lights or sections was usually clear, so that merchandise could 
be seen. Any artwork in this area was limited to reasonably understated 
lettering, painted onto the clear glass. Sometimes, the lower section of 
the lower windows were fully painted and lettered as in view 2.22. 

3. Where privacy was important, shop windows would be completely 
painted out and lettering superimposed to make use of the advertising 
space thus created. 

4. Visual interest was added by use of the following devices: 

scrollwork 
elaborate bon1er:; -• 
shadowing <Jf letters. 
shaping of letters 

Importantly, the artwork created a decorative frame or setting for the 
merchandise on display whilst each example represented an individual solution 
to a particular need, using traditional trade skills with the personality of the 
artist showing through. 

Windows (other than shop windows) at street level 
Windows affording light to professional rooms often displayed the name of the 
tenant and occupation, with suitable embellishments, on the lower or upper 
sash. Where privacy was important, the lower section would be painted out, the 
upper line of the painted section being determined by the sash frame or by the 
signwriter. In the latter instance, the upper line was often curved and 
strengthened by a black line. 
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PREMISES OF A. CANT. 18 ARMSTRONG STREET. 
l'L.\.·_,1:.:ic:1: .l'>L• ,_;_,,,.-1Trf:c:. 

It was usual form to give the proprietor 1s 
name greatest prominence and his trade or 
products sold secondary status. 
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3.0 EXISTING CONDffiONS 

3.1 STREET FlJRNITURE 

3.1.l Street Lights and Power Lines 

Electric street lighting is limited to fittings mounted on timber poles at "Bank Corner'', 
in Main Street at the "Maldon" hotel and at Templeton Street (suspended) and power 
poles are situated where necessary to carry the existing overhead power lines. There 
is no physical evidence of the earlier kerosene and gas street lamps although the large 
cylindrical granite base to the removed gas lamp outside the post office is retained in 
Maldon (see fig. 4.8). 

3.1.2 Hitching Posts, Ra.ils and Horse Troughs 

There is a hitching post in High Street at Spring Street, used by "Terry and Tangles". 
There is no physical evidence, however, of the earlier hitching posts or rails seen in the 
historical views .. The horse trough, now used as flower box outside the "Kangaroo" 
hotel is of an early date, although recently acquired by the publican. It is similar to 
the original trough glimpsed in view 37. The trough at Spring Street, also used by 
"Terry and Tangles", is understood to have served horses at the old weighbridge in 
Francis Street. 

3.13 Corner Posts and Bollards 

White painted timber bollc.rds are situated where shown on Fig. 3.1. Although in new 
positions, they are similar to earlier postss.1"cn in the Historical Views. There are two 
Colib;:1n Water orange service valve markers at "Bank Corner". 

3.1.4 Tree Guards and Trees 

The trees in Maldon's commercial centre have remained unchanged for many years. 
As a consequence they make an important contribution to the timeless character of the 
shopping streets. They have long since dispensed with the need for tree guards and no 
physical evidence of these removed structures remains. Although the changes to the 
street trees appear to be minimal, the photographic evidence confurns that four mature 
trees have been removed, as follows, (see Fig. 3.1): 

2 eucalypts in High Street at "Bank Corner" 

2 elms in Main Street, diagonally opposite each other, at Templeton Street. 

They appear to have been removed to facilitate the movement of left hand turning 
vehicles. 
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3.1.5 flagged Pavements 

Surviving sections of stone flagged foot pavements complement the stone kerbs and 
pitched channels. These are shown on Fig. 3.1 and remain as follows: 

High Street : 

Main Street : 

outside the "Royal Theatre" and hotel and in front of the 
recent building to the south. 

outside the "Heart of lvfaldon" shops opposite "Bank 
Corner" 

Templeton Street : a small section in front of "Brooks Co-operative Stores" 

Fountain Street : in front of the "Kangaroo" hotel. 

The Historical Views show that the flagged areas were once more extensive (see 
Fig. 3.1) but they appear never to have run the length of the shopping streets, ''Bank 
Corner", for example, appearing to have ahvays had a tar finish. It was, and still is 
defined by granite· kerb stones. 

3.1.6 Seats 

Seats appear to be comparatively recent innovations originating in the post war era. 
Examples include the moveable timber seat at the "The Grand" hotel, the slat seat 'With 
cast iron end panels at the kerb at the "Maldon Supermarket" and the timber seat 
curiously situated in the road shoulder between Dolphin and Templeton Streets. 1t is 
an interesting anomaly in an era when the roadway is reserved strictly for moving 
vehicles. This seat may have additional iml-)Ortance, however, in that it appears to be 
the oldest surviving example of a shire-built street seat. 

~ 3.1.7 Directional Signs (finger boards) 

Within the shopping centre, these have been restricted to ''Bank Corner" \vhere they 
are combined with the street signs and provide the follo\¼ing information: 

kilometrage to Bendigo, Melbourne, Eddington, Castlemaine and Maryborough. 

tourist information, including Carmen's tunnel, caravan park, information centre, 
railway station and Derby Hill (?) 

community facilities including hospital and police station. 

These signs are fixed to a light pole and to a free standing painted steel pole. 



3.1.8 Street names 

There is no physical or documentary evidence of hand painted, cast iron or enamel 
street signs having been used in the town centre. The present street signs are mounted 
on power poles and steel poles in standard computer generated black and white metal 
format. 

;t- 3.1.9 Traffic Signs 

Maldon is situated on a system of local roads controlled by the Shire. As a 
consequence, there is no requirement toiobtain approvals from Vic Roads on signage 
matters. Nor is there any imposition by Vic Roads of its Declared Main Road signage 
standards on Maldon's shopping streets. As a consequence, there are no intrusive 
black and white or green and white directional signs or chevrons in the town centre. 
Traffic signs are limited to the following standard types, located where shown on 
fig 3.1: 

Stop signs, 
Give way signs, and 
One way signs, in Dolphin Street. 

They are carried on individual, free standing steel poles. 

>/f" 3.1.10 Parking Signs 

There are no parking meters in Maldon, but regulatory signs_cor.trolling parking apply 
throughout the town centre. They are of standard format, fretstanding on steel poles, 
generally in front of the verandah alignment and behind the kerb line. At ''Robert Co 
Motors", the ''No Standing" / "45° angle parking" sign is located on the road shoulder. 

3.1.11 Other Items of Street Furniture 

The Shire weighbridge, formerly situated at the intersection of High and Francis Streets 
where the town directory now stands, was removed several decades· ago and auctioned 
off. The office, of a most unusual design having a cruciform gabled roof, is now in 
private hands in Maldon and is substantially intact (see fig. 4.8). The H. Pooley and 
Son Ltd. Weighbridge laos remains in the district. 

The drinking fountain at "Bank Corner" has long smce been removed and its 
whereabouts are not unknown. 

There are a number of rubbish bins on the footpaths (see fig. 3.1) generally of 
perforated metal construction but also of other designs. 
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A pattern for the "Bank Corner" gas lamp 
standard is available from G.C. and J.E. Edwards 
of Ballarat 



The cast iron letter receiving pillar near the "Maldon Super-Market" is an early design 
located here in recent years. 

3.2 ADVERTISING SIGNAGE 

The physical evidence of early signs is considerable and consists of the following types, 
illustrated in figs. 2.26 to 2.29. 

cast cement signs, included "McArthur and Sons 1854", ''Phoenix Buildings", 
''Bank of New South Wales" (removed but discernible), ''Free Mason's Hotel", 
"Shakespeare House" and "Maldon Hotel". 

Painted signs, including "Dabb & Co., Chaff Store & Corn Crushing, "Pennant 
Kerosene Local Depot", and remnants on the parapets above the present "De 
Vos Antiques" building. 

window signs, including "Bushells More Cups Finer Flavour, "Lan-Choo Ceylon's 
Choicest Tea", '1vor Sampson General Draper", "Cohns Lemonade", "Cohns 
Drinks here", 'We sell Rego products for goodness sake", "Buy Your Rego 
products here", and The Grand Hotel. 

enamel signs, including "T. & H Smith's gold medal Coffee Essence Full 
Strength. Absolute Purity Manufacture Edinburgh". 

Consistent regard has been paid in recent years to traditional advertising forms, usually 
presenting modern messages using simplified traditional techniques. "Ray's Stables 
Livery and Letting" is exceptional in that it is a precise replication of an early sign, 
both Ray and his stable having long since ceased to operate, (fig. 228). There are also 
obvious examples of inappropriate signs including the aggressivelycomemporary"TAB", 
''Kodak'' and "Fosters Lager" (internally illuminated) signs. The "Bushells More Cups 
Finer Flavour" sign is a superb period reproduction raising a number of issues. It is 
an important character element in the streeetscape but is of a recent date. This 
building originally had a two storeyed verandah, whilst the parapet sign read "Flour 
Mill" (view 12). As a consequence it could be said that this sign distorts the past by 
presenting a very different appearance from what is known to have existed. This might 
be excusable if it served a purpose and was not quite so large. Unfortunately, neither 
is the case. 

The nearby National Australia Bank sign represents a lost opportunity. The change of 
name from the Bank of New South Wales is a fact ofhistory but consideration should 
have been given to ensuring that the new sign complemented the shape of the parapet 
and recalled more closely the sign known to have previously existed. 

The "Antiques and Old Wares" sign on the Freemason's Hall is reasonably discrete but 
there is no doubt that the building would be better off without it, both visually and 
historically. Perhaps consideration should have been given to a window sign in 
conjunction with the bill board. 



The "Maldon Supermarket" parapet sign appears to be excellent if one pays no regard 
to historical precedents. View 24 provides explicit details of Dabb & Cq's parapet 
signage earlier this century with the result that this sign fails for t\VO reasons. In the 
first place it lacks all of the contributory sign.age in the early view and, in the second, 
given the "monumental" importance of Dabb and Co., over the years, it is a pity that 
a change of ownership necessitated the obliteration of Dabb 's name. The latter change 
was unavoidable, but the elimination of contributory signage shows a lack of sensitivity 
to historical precedents. This is not just an "academic'' point. Dabb and Co's signs 
were an integral part of the architecture of the facade and of the appearance of Main 
Street. Almost all of this has been lost. 

"Calder's Cottage and Garden" raises another issue. Here the parapet is plain. It 
shouldn't be. It never was and it looks strangely vacant today. 

The Newsager:;.cy signs are also of interest. They are quite unsympathetic with the forw 
of the verandah and therefore constitute something of a "blight" on this structure. The 
early views, however, show that there was "always" a sign of this general shape on the 
verandah. The present signs, therefore, have some relevance \:vith the past, even 
though they "spoil" the verandah. 

Nor is tl1e "Wheel and Loom" as good as it could be. View 13 shows this as Dabb 's 
Produce Store" on a light background. Today, the light painted background has been 
de-painted. If it had been painted it would have more closely replicated the past. 

O'Sullivan's shop window presents the challenge of advertising in historic Mal don in 
microcosm. The "Bushells" sign is acceptable, though arguably too large and lacking 
in detail. The "Pepsi", "Schweppes" and "Coca-Cola" transfer signs look totally out of 
place. 

The "Cohns lemonade" signs are not very old when compared \:vith !vfa.in Street, in 
which they are situated. They are, in fact, outside the period of significance of the 
street. Cohns lemonade, however, is fondly remembered by central Victorians with the 
result that these signs add to the experience of histo0' which visitors seek. They should 
stay. 
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RECOM:MENDA TIO NS 

lN1RODUCTION 

Maldon is invariably perceived as Victoria's-most committed town wheu it comes to the 
question of conservation management. It has certainly provided a role model for other 
historic towns and it is widely acknowledged as this State's pre-eminent historic 
goldfields township. Such status carries with it expectations on the part of visitors and 
responsibilities on the part of residents. How should these responsibilities be 
addressed in the matters of street furniture and signage? 

The answer is by no means straightforward because Maldon can be said to have 
something of a split personality. It is, on the one hand, a historic town. Its inhabitants 
appreciate its sense of history whilst tourists come here to learn about the past. On 
the other hand, it is a u1odern town, where people live and work as they do anywhere 
els!:":. Maldon, therefore, is not Sovereign Hill, where the past is presented solely for 
its own sake and to the exclusion of contemporary needs. Maldon is real and it is this 
combination of history and reality that constitutes the township's special gift to present 
and future generations. Both aspects of Maldon require conservation. It must 
continue to be a living, breathing community, subject to the imperatives of everyday 
life and retaining the services that one might expect to find in a town of its size. And 
it must continue to preserve its past and to recover the cultural value of its past to 
maintain these special qualities. 

The following policies, therefore, are prepared in the light of these conservations: 

1. The historical character of Maldon as it has survived durir.g the first two 
decades of this century should be conserved and enhanced. 

2. The dynamic nature of Maldon as a late twentieth century rural township should 
be protected within this historic context. 

This report is concerned with the implementation of these policies in the subject areas 
of street furniture and public signage. 

4.2 SlREET FURNITURE 

Given the profound changes in Maldon's street furniture sustained over a period of 
some 140 years, there are, not surprisingly, a number of opportunities for the recovery 
of its previous character, and therefore, for the recovery of the architectural 
significance of Maldon as a place. The following actions will allow for the 
implementation of the policies noted above, whilst the appended comments provide 
supporting information. 

1. Gas illuminated street lamps should be re-erected in accordance with 
the surviving physical and documentary evidence at the following 
locations: 



in the centre of High Street, outside the post office (view 18), 
on the south-west comer of Spring and High Streets (\iew 15), 
at 11Bauk Comer' (view 16) 
on the north comer of Main and Templeton Streets (view 22) and 
at the intersection of Templeton, Pqoenix and Vincent Streets (view 44). 

The location of the street lamp outside the post office in the centre of the roadway is 
of crucial importance to the recovery of Maldon's lost cultural values. Street lamps 
and monuments were traditionally located in the centres of roadways and squares in 
the pre-automobile age. This location gave them maximum public exposure and a 
close association \1/lth the character of the place. The reconstruction of this street lamp 
will simultaneously recover a highly decorative element in Maldon's streetscape and 
demonstrate an all but lost feature of Victorian town design. It is recommended that 
the lamp identified v.ith reflectors, as illustrated. The general level of illumination at 
this intersection should be sufficient, in conjunction with this treatment to provide 
adequate warming of the lamp's presence in the centre of the street at night. The 
survival of the granite base to this lamp and the availability of a pattern for the ''Bank 
Corner" light will facilitate these projects. In pursuing this action, it is important to 
ensure that each,· street lamp is reinstated as precisely as possible in the known 
historical locations. 

As part of the "Bank Corner" project, it is recommended that the e::ustmg orange 
service valve markers be removed from the footpath and that the valve positions in the 
roadways be marked to lhe requirements of Co liban Water. 

2. Kerosene illuminated street lamps should not be re-erected i.n accordance with 
the surviving physical and documentary evidence unless either one of the 
foll°'viog circurnstailces applies: 

(a) An individual street lamp is knovm to have survived into the gas 
lit era (presumably post 1889), and 

(b) \Vhere such action \vill enhance the integrity of a building or 
place without compromising the e\idence of history. 

At this stage, therefore, it is recommended that both kerosene lamps known to have 
existed outside the old market hall be re-instated on account of their known close 
visual association \,ith this structure (vieV-' 3, 7 and 8) and as a demonstration of a past 
form of public lighting in association V-ith the .tvfaldon .rviuseum. 

3. Both hitching posts \Yhich formerly existed in front of the Old Bank of 
New South \Vales building should be re-erected, complete ,\itb metal 
rings, in accordance \vith the documentary e\idence. 

Additional hitching posts should be provided elsewhere as req~i.red and 
alongside horse troughs. 



4. A hitching rail should be re---erected outside the post office, m 
accordance with the documentary evidence. 

5. The '1Kangaroo" hotel flower box should be reconstructed as a water 
trough. 

This action will return this historic item of street furniture to its original use. It will 
restore an element which was once commonly provided at hotels and simultaneously 
allow for the conservation of the fabric of the trough. 

6. In the event of tree guards being required, they should conform to the 
details of historical precedents. 

7. Flagged pavements should only be r£constructed in conformity with 
photographic evidence as follows: 

south of the "Heart of Maldon" shops. 

in front of T. Calder's ironmongery (now "Calder's Cottage and 
Garden''). 

in front of Dabb's produce store (now "Wheel and Loom'~ 

Photographs will assist in the accurate reconstruction of these elements. 

8. The existing timbc:r seat in the shoulder of the road in Main Street 
should be reconstructed. 

Additional seats should be provided where necessary and to a design 
which reinforces Maldon's historic character. 

The selected design should be different from commonly available designs having in 
mind the desirability of reinforcing Maldon's special character. This can be achieved 
by modifying a standard design in consultation with a suitable fabricator. A suggested 
prototype is illustrated. 

Street Signs 

The following requirements should apply within the area designated on the 
figure. 

all directional signs, as opposed to community senices and tourist 
attraction signs, shall be standard timber posted signs with timber 
finger boards and painted letters. 
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13. A drinking foWJtain similar in appearance to the removed fountain at 
''Bank Corner'' should be reinstated at this location 

This action should be preceded by a search for the original structure and by 
examination of Council records, newspaper•records and iron founders' catalogues with 
a view to obtaining as much information about this feature as possible. 

14. Rubbish bins should be of the cylindrical perforated metal type, fixed to 
verandah posts or independent white painted red gum bollards. 

The existing bin at ''Bank Corner" should be removed so as to allow space for the 
reinstated street lamp. It is recommended that rubbish tins receive a Dulux 
"Hammersley Brown" powder coat finish. 

43 ADVERTISING SIGNAGE 

The need to recognised the importance of contemporary signs has, in the past, been 
balanced with the need to provide signs which reinforce the historical character of 
Maldon's shopping streets. The study of early photographs, however, (Section 2.2), has 
demonstrated what an important though transient element in the character of a 
building facade an advertising sign can be. Much more can be done to interpret the 
lost character of the streetscape through attention to advertising signage. Higher 
standards of signwriting can be encouraged by attracting accomplished practitioners to 
carry out work in Maldon. 

There is a place for corporate logos and colours along with contemporary graphics but 
these must be controlled with a view to ensuring that they do not dominate buildings 
and vistas. Issues such as these and othe~ s raised in Section 3.2 of this Report, and 
elsewhere, are addressed in the "Advertising Signage Guidelines" which follow. 



43 Dra'Wing of kerosene street lamp based upon examina.tion of photog.ruphic 
evidence 
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4.9 Conjectural outline of drinking fountain base<l upon ex.a.~tion of 
photograpllic evidence. 



5.0 TOWN APPROACHES 

5.1 lN1RODUCTION 

It is the importance of creating a good -first impression which gives rise to the 
recommendations contained ill this section. Maldon is approached from four main 
directions along picturesque local roads. The design of signage and street furniture is 
critical at each point of arrival since it represents an opportunity to reinforce Maldon 's 
image as an historic town. This opportunity has not been satisfactorily addressed in the 
past. 

5.2 EXISTING C01'.1)1110NS 

5.2.1 The Southern Approach 
(Long Gully Road) 

Visitors from Castlemaine and Maldon gain their first sense of arrival when they pass 
the 'Welcome to Maldon" sign which is read in conjunction \vith the National Trust of 
Australia (Victoria's "First Notable Tmvn" sign and the "Lions International" emblem. 
All of these signs are on metal panels carried on pipe columns. 

Motorists are obliged to turn right at the Parkins Reef Road T intersection which 
consists of the following elements: 

stone culverts 
a timber seat 
footpath with railing and stone culvert 
an improvised traffic island at Llie intersection with a "Keep Left" sign 
and protecting chevrons 
give way signs and 
a large elm tree and elm avenue. 

A conspicuous petrol station on the right was built c.1880 as a blacksmiths shop but has 
since been defaced. 

5.2.2 The western Approach 
(Parkins Reef Road) 

Visitors from Newstead and Maryborough "arrive'' at the Popeks Road intersection 
which is passed without notice but also marks the location of the "Welcome to Maldon" 
and "First Notable Town" signs. Proceeding east, motorist then pass the Long Gully 
Road on the right before entering High Street. 
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5.23 Toe North-Eastern Approach 
(Lockwood Road) 

The approach from Bendigo is marked not only by the "\Velcome to Maldon", "Lions 
International" and "First Notable Town" si~ns bUl also by the level crossing with the 
Maldon branch railway line. This crossing is marked by the traditional s1mbols, in 
metal, for an unprotected grade crossing and there are, in addition, advance warning 
signs. 

5.2.4 Toe North-Western Approach 
(Watersons Road) 

The 'Welcome to Maldon" and "First Notable Town" signs are situated on a curve at 
the bottow of a hill where Bryant Street intersects and where an elm avenue 
commences. Additional elements at this location include: 

a granite walled culvert with timber railings, 

remnants of a double rail post and rail fence 

speed restrictions signs in metal on metal poles 

street sign on a metal pole 

53 HISTORICAL BACKGROUl'<'D 

There are no early vie,vs of the roads into !vlaldon at these point,. Furthermore they 
are not known to have had any special historical importa.uce. It is assumed, hov,'ever, 
that the following changes have taken place in the post war period, which compromise 
Maldon's historic image: 

The early timber railway level crossing signs \i,ith painted "Rail\vay Crossing" in 
black on a white background (see fig 5.7) have been replaced v,ith the present 
s1gns. 

The early timber and metal advanced warning sign for a railway crossing in 
has been replaced ¼ith the present signs, (see Fig. 5 .8). 

The standard Railways Departmental cattle grids with \vhite painted barricades, 
all in timber, and associated post and rail fences protecting the railway reserve 
have been demolished. 

Traffic islands, chevrons, traffic control and speed restriction signs have been 
introduced to maintain levels of safety in the face of increasing traffic levels. 

The former blacksmith's shop at the Long Gully Road/ Parkins Reef Road 
intersection has been defaced and converted into a petrol filling station. 



materials 

(3) Where there is insufficient information concerning early signs on a particular 
building, new signs should be representative of signage practices in Maldon during this 
period in terms of : • 

location 
dimension 
supports 
graphic design and 
materials 

( 4) The appearance of new signs should be compatible with the architectural 
character of the building on which they are to be located. 

(5) Whilst assessing individual applications, Council will have regard for the 
cumulative effect of these applications on the overall character of the street with a view 
to ensuring that the number and-prominence of signs does not vary significantly from 
the appearance o{ the street during this period. 

Council offers the following assistance in meeting these objectives and criteria. It has 
a heritage and user who is familiar with the purposes and application of these 
guidelines. It has a collection of early photography, held in the Town Planning Office, 
to provide information concerning early advertisements on buildings in Main and High 
Streets. Applicants may consult with the Adviser to ensure that their proposals meet 
its objectives and criteria. The Maldon Heritage Advisory service is keen to encourage 
high standards in traditional· hand painted signs. It offers low interest loans to 
approved applicants to assist them in this task. 

33 Specific Criteria 

33.1 Public Buildings 

Public buildings include public meeting places, the post office, banks and hotels. Signs 
in these building shall be hand painted, discrete and closely follow historic precedents. 
Existing signs demonstrating the original purpose of buildings shall be retained. The 
following types of new signs are anticipated: 

Facade Signs These should not be applied to areas of facades known not 
to have had signs. Where a precedent for a sign can be established, 
applicants are encouraged to copy letter faces and word arrangements 
suggested by photographic or either evidence. 

Side and Rear Wall Signs New side and rear wall signs are permitted. 
Where information is available concerning a pre-existing sign, applicants 
are encouraged to copy letter faces and word arrangements suggested by 
the evidence. Where such evidence is unavailable, the provisions of 
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street name signs shall be timber ,1rith hand painted letters, mounted on 
lamp posts or free standing timber posts. 

all community senices and tourist attraction signs shall be either fixed 
to exist Log lamp posts, or, -where a free standing sign is required, 
mounted on painted metal poles. These signs shall oc standard metal 
signs, currently used in the to""uship. 

\Vhere directional, community services and/ or tourist attraction signs 
are required at a single point, they shall be mounted on separate posts 
or poles as noted above unless the number of signs of each type is less 
than four, in which case the community seni.ces and tourist attraction 
signs should be mounted on the directional signs post. Directional signs 
shall not be mounted on metal poles. 

At "Bank Cor.1er", it is recommended that the directional signs be mounted on a timber 
post at the former building alignment of the Bank of Victoria building, thereby vacating 
the corner for the proposed gas lamp (see 1 above). The existing tourist attraction and 
community services signs should be reduced in number and mounted beneath the street 
signs on the lamp post. 

~ 11. 

12. 

Standard traffic signs required to assist in the safe movement of vehicles 
in High and Main Streets should be mounted on painted metal poles. 
The following signs should be removed from the area desiguated on the 
figure. 

spe€d restriction signs reading 1\"ffistoric precinct please drive slowly 40 
km/ b_rl. 

''Tourist Drive G" signs, identifying the Central Goldfields tourist drive 
route. 

Parking signs should be relocated to the nearest verandah post wherever 
feasible. Where this is not feasible the existing staunchions should be 
retained and painted. 

Toe old shire weighbridge office should be relocated to its original 
position alongside the Public Garden resene. 

Maldon is fortunate to retain this small building, complete \\1th sign :-eadi.ng "Fees must 
be paid at time of weighing". It is a picturesque structure, designed to be an ornament 
in the street i.n the manner of a cabman's shelter or tram shelter. Its reinstatement will 
not onJy recall the Shire's role as operator of the tO\vn's public weighbridge but also 
the nineteenth and early twentieth century practice of locating th.is facility in a street, 
often ( compare Werribee) alongside a public reserve. 





the early painted timber town entry signs consisting of two boards "Maldon" and 
"Please Slow Down" on a timber post which was once commonplace and 
presumably pre-dates the present "Welcome to Maldon" signs, have been 
renewed. 

the National Trust and Lions Club signs are of a recent date. 

5.4 RECO!vTh1ENDATIONS 

It is recommended that Council help re-establish Maldon 's historical ambience on the 
Main roads of approach to the town cei:itre by carrying out the following works: 

(1) Remove unnecessary traffic control signs by introducing alternative traffic 
control devices. Example projects include the outright removal of the "Tourist 
Drive G" and "Historic Preci.act Please Drive Slowly 40 km/h" signs and the 
replacement of the traffic island at the Long Gully Road/ Parkins Reef Road 
intersection with road markings and reflections. 

(2) Replace the existing signs at the Long Gully Road/Parkins Reef Road 
intersection as described in Section 4.2, recommendation no.9 and as illustrated. 

(3) Replace the railway level crossing signs and advance warning signs \¼ith 
replications of former standard signs of the type, as illustrated in fig 5.7. 

(4) /Reinstate timber cattle girders, railings and post and rail fences at the railway 
level crossing with structures conforming v\ith sta.I1dard nineteenth century. 
Railway Departmental practice. 

(5) Replace fae ''Welcome to Maldon" signs with replications of former standard 
signs of the type, as illustrated in fig. 5.10. 

(6) Provide new freestanding timber signs as illustrated in fig.5.11, for the purpose 
of displaying the signs and notices of senice clubs, the National Trust, if 
required and other approved groups. 

(7) Repair the post and rail fence at the Watersons Road entry. 

(8) Encourage the consen,ation of the former blacks mi th 's shop in Long Gully 
Road with a view to enhancing its presence on the Long Gully Road entry. 
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materials 

(3) Where there is insufficient information concerning early signs on a particular 
building, new signs should be representative of signage practices in Maldon during this 
period in terms of : • 

location 
dimension 
supports 
graphic design and 
materials 

(4) The appearance of new signs should be compatible with the architectural 
character of the building on which they are to be located. 

(5) Whilst assessing individual applications, Council will have regard for the 
cumulative effect of these applications on the overall character of the street with a view 
to ensuring that the number and prominence of signs does not vary significantly from 
the appearance, o{ the street during thls period. 

Council offers the following assistance in meeting these objectives and criteria. It has 
a heritage and user who is familiar with the purposes and application of these 
guidelines. It has a collection of early photography, held in the Town Planning Office, 
to provide information concerning early advertisements on buildings in Main and High 
Streets. Applicants may consult with the Adviser to ensure that their proposals meet 
its objectives and criteria. The Maldon Heritage Advisory service is keen to encourage 
high standards in traditional hand painted signs. It offers low interest loans to 
approved applicants to assist them in this task. 

33 Specific Criteria 

33.1 Public Buildings 

Public buildings include public meeting places, the post office, banks and hotels. Signs 
in these building shall be hand painted, discrete and closely follow historic precedents. 
Existing signs demonstrating the original purpose of buildings shall be retained. The 
following types of new signs are anticipated: 

Facade Signs These should not be applied to areas of facades known not 
to have had signs. Where a precedent for a sign can be established, 
applicants are encouraged to copy letter faces and word arrangements 
suggested by photograpbc or either evidence. 

Side and Rear Wall Signs New side and rear wall signs are permitted. 
Where information is available concerning a pre-existing sign, applicants 
are encouraged to copy letter faces and word arrangements suggested by 
the evidence. Where such evidence is unavailable, the provisions of 





these Guidelines concerning letter faces, word arrangements and colours 
should be applied. 

Examples of appropriate side and rear wall signs are visible in Historical 
Views Nos. 19 and 41 and in figs. 1 and 2. Council may require side and 
rear wall signs to be reduced in size on the grounds that they should not 
dominate historic streetscapes. 

Upper Level Window Signs These should be restricted to hand 
painted lettering on a clear or white painted background and to a single 
sash in each window. The area of the sash covered by lettering shall not 
exceed one third of the sash area. Gilded letters or plain dark coloured 
letters may be enriched with borders or scrolls, the whole of the artwork 
being applied to the inside face of the glass. 

Street Level Window Signs These should conform with the 
guidelines for upper level window signs. The following additional sign 
types are acceptable: 

business names and corporate logos in corporate colours may be applied 
to the inside face of the glass. 

other signs may be hung within 300mm of the inside face of the glass. 

3.3.2 Commercial Buildings 

Commercial buildings include shops and industrial buildings. The following types of 
signs are allowed. 

Signs on Verandahs Screen-boards may be erected to conform with the 
shape and size ·of earlier screen boards known to have existed on a 
particular building. Examples in Historical Views Nos. 19, 21 (lower): 
"Rays Livery and Letting Stables", 23 : "Venus Tobacco" are relevant, the 
views generally demonstrating that screen.boards were not common in 
Malden. Where historic precedents cannot be establi~hed, screen boards 
shall be restricted to verandah gutter lines, and ,vertical dimensions to a 
maximum of 450mm. 

Below frieze level signs should be readily removable and be no more 
than 250mm deep with the bottom edge not less than 2.5 metres above 
pavement level. 

Signs may also be located within fascias, frieze panels and within end 
panels. Examples in the Historical Views can be seen in views nos. 21 
: frieze panel and 41 : end panel. 

Facade Signs Existing early signs shall not be removed or painted 
over. Where a new sign is required in place of an early sign, Council 
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may require that the new sign be removable to avoid overpainting the 
original sign. 

Pre-existing signs may be re-instated where adequate photographic or 
physical evidence is available. 

New facade signs may only be provided in area which can be shown to 
have had signs in the past (i.e. during the period of significance). 

Where new facade signs are allowed, applicants are e:1couraged to copy 
letter faces and word arrangements suggested by the photographic or 
physical evidence of pre-existing signs. 

Side and Rear Wall Signs Refer to Public Buildings, Section 3.3.1. 

Shop Front Windows Existing early shop window signs shall not be 
removed. New shop window signs may only be applied to the inside face 
of the glass. These signs shall be arranged so as to enhance either the 
disp1ay of articles for sale or the view inside the shop when seen from 
the street. They should not be designed so as to inhibit or preclude such 
displays or views. Accordingly, the following guidelines apply: 

1. The maximum opaque area per window shall be not greater than 
one-third of the area of the window. 

2. The maximum letter height shall be 200mm. 

3. Borders and bands both vertical and horizontal are discouraged. 

4. Temporary signs using washable paint are required to conform 
with these guidelines. 

5. Signs occupying square or rectangular shapes shall be painted or 
fixed so that the sides are either parallel with or at right angles 
to the window sill. 

6. Word arrangements set at an angle to the horizontal are 
discouraged. 

7. Trade or business names, advertising messages and logos should 
not be repeated using identical forms within the one window area. 

Upper Level Window Signs 
3.3.l. 

Refer to Public Buildings, Section 



333 Graphic Design 

Although computer generated signs are acceptable, subject to other provisions in these 
guidelines, hand painted signs using traditional sigmvriter's skills are encouraged. 
Generally speaking, contemporary graphic formats and letterfaces are not encouraged. 
The following guidelines apply: 

Letterfaces 

These should conform with nineteenth and early twentieth century precedents. The 
following letterfaces are encouraged: 

Egyptian (figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) 
Footed Block (fig. 6) 
Italics (fig. 7) 
Fish Tail (fig. 8) 
Seriffed (figs. 9, 10) 
Ornamental (fig. 12, 13, 14) 
Old English (fig. 15) 

Combination of different sizes of the one letterface (Historical Views 19, 35 and 40) 
and combinations of different letterfaces (Historical Vie\v 17) are encouraged. 

Contemporary letterfaces, especially those bearing little resemblance to the above 
faces, are discouraged. The use of lower case is discouraged. 

The number faces shown in fig. 17 are encouraged. 

Letter faces may be illuminated by application of the follov,ing tradition techniques: 

outlining 
prismatising 
shading (cast and drop) 
blending 
mock and boss (gilding) 
highlighting 

Pictorials 

These may be used to enhance the impact of a sign \niter's message. 

Examples in the Historical \iev,,s include figs. 12 : ''Warnock Bros. Beehive Stores", 21 
(lower). "Livery and Letting Stables" and 38: "Victoria House" 
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PLAIN LETTERS: ~N EGYPTIA__;"\1- ALPHABET. 
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OCT AGO:N EGYI'TIA"N". 

4 
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ABCDEFG 
HIJKLMN 
OPORSTU 

, VWXYZ 
BLOCK LETTERS. 
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ABCJJEFGH/Jf( · 
i , 

. labcdergll!JklmN 
NOP()RSTUVW 
Xnopqrsl2/1J11)J;jfZ 

YZ 
ITALICS. 
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FISH TAIL LETTERS. 
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Word Arrangements These should generally be set out on horizontal lines 
although the follovring exceptions apply: 

scrolling eg. 

curves e.g. 

The following characteristics are also encouraged: 

Punctuation. Full stops were often placed after initials and at the ends 
of names (Historical Views 35 : 'R. London", 17 : "T. Calder. 
Ironmonger. Timber & Iron Merchant." 

Abbreviations. Common abbreviations used in signage include"&," and 
"&

0

", and "& C
0

" for "and company" (see Historical Views). 

Grounds Words were often painted against a light contrasting 
background (ground) forming a panel, the shape of which varied. The 
folloViing examples are representative and a.re encouraged: 

Enrichment · Enrichment using scrolls, borders (figs. 18-24). and ribbons 
(figs. 25 and 26) were common and is encouraged. 



THE PRINCIPLES OF SCROLLI:-:G. · 
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Word Arrangements These should generally be set out on horizontal lines 
although the following exceptions apply: 

scrolling eg. 

curves e.g. 

The follov.ring characteristics are also encouraged: 

Punctuation. Full stops were often placed after initials and at the ends 
of names (Historical Views 35 : "R. London", 17 : "T. Calder. 
Ironmonger. Timber & Iron Merchant." 

Abbreviations. Common abbreviations used in signage include"&," and 
"&c", and "& C0

" for "and company" (see Historical Views). 

Grounds Words were often painted against a light contrasting 
background (ground) forming a panel, the shape of which varied. The 
following examples are representative and are encouraged: 

Enrichment Enrichment using scrolls, borders (figs. 18-24). and ribbons 
(figs. 25 and 26) were common and is encouraged. 
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33.4 Materials and Construction 

The following materials and combinations of materials conform with the purpose of 
these Guidelines: 

paint on timber, brick, stucco, galvanised iron, or glass 
vitreous enamel 
brass 
cast iron 
paint or printers ink on paper 
paint OD canvas 

Painted signs OD flat metal sheets prepared off site and fixed to buildings or screen 
boards are not encouraged. 

P~astic signs and internally illuminated signs including "Neon" signs are uot permitted. 

33.5 Colours 

These shall be representative of tints in use for signage purposes during the nineteenth 
and early twentieth century. Example colours are seen in the figure overleaf. 
Nineteenth century manuals refer to the need for harmony, enrichment and the ability 
to command "an endless variety of colours". The following colours are known to have 
been used on their own and mixed to form various tints. This lisr is by no means 
complete and has been included as a guide: 

Ultramarine blue 
Vandyke brown 
Burnt Sienna 
Burnt Umber 
the Madder lakes 
Victoria lake 
Indian red 
Bronze green 
Emerald green 
Turquoise 
Yell ow ochre 
Citron (lemon) 
Orange 
Pink 
Maroon 
Vermilion 
Buff 
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Stone Light Buff Lighr Stone 

Puce (made from ver'milion, ultramarine blue and white) 
Blue/ Grey 
Black 
White 


